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Nearly ten years in the making, Arab and Arab American Feminisms gathers activists, artists and academics to give voice to the most rapidly changing and complex issues in the Arab world. It builds upon the work of Joe Kadi's Food for Our Grandmothers and Evelyn Shakir's Bint Arab, two pioneering Arab feminist anthologies.

Arab and Arab American Feminisms is based on "theory of the flesh," or the powerful narrative based lens for critically analyzing our social and political world. This anthology guides you through nuanced understandings of Arab perspectives and identities, presenting an unparalleled breadth of experience.

The book focuses on several themes: defying given categories and re-defining others, living within empire, the centrality of Palestine, and exploring themes of diaspora, home and homelands. It speaks to the post-9/11 political and social climate within which Arab (and Muslim) communities exist, thrive, and struggle.

Woven through the anthology are the poetic voices of word mavens Suheir Hammad, Dunya Mikhail, Amal Hassan Fadlalla and others. Hammad bursts open the first section of the book, "Living With/Within Empire," with her poem Beyond Words, which was performed in front of many government officials. Her lyrical tenderness wrapped in the explosiveness of her words, opening with a call out to the pain of war and apartheid, is a powerful beginning.

Youmna Chlala's piece, Between the Lines, beautifully unfolds the second section of the book, "Defying Categories." She gives voices to a well-recognized struggle amongst Arabs, the straddling of multiple worlds. Beirut-born, Chlala describes an artist dealing with this tension as the poem flows back and forth through different locations and histories:

Clip a thousand articles about weather in Beyrouth, like stubborn hairs, stack

in a box without a lid, hope that fire rescinds memory, moves back rain.

Righteousness in simple acts of solitude.

Chala closes the poem with "fount a pen that belonged to my childhood, a lake in the south, seven tones of blue, green, green, blue," referring to a peacefulness not always found in this reminiscing. (96)

Fadlalla's The Memory of Your Hands Is a Rainbow opens the book's final section, "Home and Homelands: Memories, Exile, and Belonging" with this dreamy piece. The inclusion of poetry throughout the book is essential in giving balance to the theoretical, calculated writings. Most importantly, it speaks genuinely to our emotions and struggles in ways that essays often can not.

Racial and Gender Justice

What sets Arab and Arab American Feminisms apart is its basis in racial and gender justice, as well as its class analysis. The editors are explicit that this book is written by and for Arab and Arab American women, queer, and
transgender people. It also gives voice to other communities seldom brought into this dialogue, such as Arab Jews and people assumed to be, but not necessarily, Arab or Muslim.

Happy/L.A. Hyder's "Dyke March, San Francisco, 2004," is a slice of life piece, shedding light on our heteronormative culture, the misrepresentations of Arab women, and confusions around belly dancing. As if reading from journal entries, Happy/L.A. Hyder guides the reader through a grounded and joyous dance through these misrepresentations and recollections of painful events like the 2006 bombings of Lebanon.

Mohja Kahf's "The Pity Committee and the Careful Reader: How Not to Buy Stereotypes of Muslim Women," is a more analytical representation of the "Defying Categories" section. Similarly, Kyla Wazana Tompkin's essay "History's Traces" offers perspectives of Arab Jews, theorizing an existence based on experiences of diaspora instead of Zionism. These theoretical components of Arab and Arab American Feminisms are at times dense but give a necessary ideological grounding, one that may help propel this book through the academic world from which it was birthed.

The most digestible pieces are the interviews, offering perspective and theory in an informal tone, such as Naber's interviews with Anan Ameri of the Arab American National Museum and Joe Kadi. The latter is especially rich, not only because of Kadi's depth of experience and the production of Food for Our Grandmothers, but because it fully encompasses many of our hopes: gender, environmental, and economic justice.

Kadi's work is so visionary because of its completeness:

"...Environmental issues are so connected to all other issues - you can't fully make sense of what imperialism did in the Arab world without understanding the environmental degradation that went along with that. You can't make sense of pollution patterns - such as the locations of toxic-waste dumps - in this country if you don't take a hard look at race and class demographics." (247)

Pieces like this are the heart of Arab and Arab American Feminisms, calling out for the more nuanced understanding of feminisms or gender justice that the editors propose.

The section "Activist Communities: Representation, Resistance, and Power" illustrates translations of the book's concepts into action. Noura Erakat's "Arabia Made Invisible" speaks to the struggles of anti-apartheid campus organizing and the silencing of dissent by University of California-Berkeley's Zionist student organizations. This piece is fiery and rightfully so. Erakat gives voice to the weakening tactic of many Jewish organizations to equate anti-Zionism with anti-Semitism, but also explains how challenging it is for people of color to be in solidarity with one another.

Other selections give valuable lessons and observations of organizing within activist communities. This section ties theory and political analysis with our everyday experiences on the ground.

The book assumes an audience with a political analysis of Arab culture and history. The reader must also have some familiarity with intersectionality, Orientalism, and the myth of post-racial America. After the introduction, elementary breakdowns of complex terms are hard to find. This is the one drawback of the text; a portion of it is written in highly academic language. At times, it has trouble explaining complicated issues in a simple way, an ability few feminist writers have mastered.

Despite the complexity of the writing, it speaks to a multiplicity of experiences, breaking away from the fixed lens in
which academia often views Arab women. And again, this lens should not just be about Arab women, so it is with great significance that Arab and Arab American Feminisms centers gender justice and includes perspectives by transgender Arabs.

Since this collection was released in the midst of the Arab Spring, the biggest question that remains is: What would Arab and Arab American Feminisms look like had it been written in 2012, after this unfolding had begun? Would the same pieces be included? What would be said about the power dynamics of the uprisings and the "leaderless," or rather leader-full, structures of these movements?

What do we take from movements that center self-determination and sovereignty but fail to address sexual assault and harassment? In what ways has media uplifted and impeded our efforts? What have we learned from misrepresentations of Arab women and transgender people during this past year? While everything changes rapidly in the Arab world, this last year alone begs for a new body of text, one as empowering and thoughtfully written as this one.